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DO NOT LIKE - DO NOT PLAY!. Hey there look I just got this game on sale and its pretty good , looks a little dated maybe
but runs real smooth , basicaly if you are a fan of mission based racing type games which are set in an open world this "open
world" is very detailed and the geometry seems spot on so does the physics , impressive for games at this price ..... Still a bit
pricey but definitely the best compared to other Grisaia side stories. This one actually have a lot of depth and fill a couple of
important details that Grisaia fans really want to know, like how come Asako is always so obedient to JB, how the history of
9029 started, or how Danny died.

Also more JB and Asako fan services are always appreciated.

This is something I would even recommend to non-Grisaia fan on sale. And if you are Grisaia fan then this is a no-brainer, even
at full price.. Having played Pixel Puzzles Ultimate before this one and having done the Undead pack there, I was frustrated by
this one. Being pretty big on 100%ing games where I can, when I launched this one I was immediately annoyed by the title mini-
game, mainly because of the two extremely grindy achievements tied to them. One was to play the menu mini-game and survive
for a full 60 minutes (which is not hard, more on that shortly) while the other was to play the same mini-game and get 5000
zombie kills. While I appreciate someone trying to spice up a game that is just a simple puzzle completer, it was extremely
frustrating needing to sit through and do these two items to 100% the game.

As I said above, the mini-game is not hard. You get a gun and grenades. Both are unlimited ammo, but the gun takes 3 bullets to
kill a single zombie while the grenade will kill on contact or after an amount of time has gone by, and, of course, hits an area. As
the grenade is spammable, there is no reason to use the gun. In order to get the two listed achievements, you simple sit in the
middle of the map and spam grenades in every direction. It's mind numbing and provides absolutely no challenge. Additionally,
the time and kill achievements are not linked. What I mean by this is after 60 minutes of playing (and unlocking the attached
achievement), you are just barely halfway completed on the kills. Yup. Additionally, there is no consistency\/known method of
unlocking all 5000 kills. Some report that it keeps track throughout different playthroughs, others reported it kept track of kills
between different attempts as long as you didn't close the game at all, and still others claimed that it had to be done in a single
attempt. I proved the latter personally, as I had completed 500 kills while just messing about the first time, and still had to get all
5000 when I took a serious go at it. It was designed solely to have people play longer.

Finally, there is a mechanic within the puzzles themselves in which you control a character that has to repel zombies
sporadically while you complete the puzzle. Again, it is not hard to do, but it was an annoying distraction while doing the puzzles
that could easily be turned off in the menus, which is exactly what I did.

I am fairly positive I received this game as a bonus when I purchased the puzzle pack for Pixel Puzzles Ultimate, so I was happy
that I did not go out of my way to purchase it. However, if you find this one in your Steam library and care about you
achievement percentage (I get that doesn't apply to everyone), skip it. You've already done the puzzles and it isn't worth your
time.

Pros:
- Received as a bonus when purchasing a puzzle pack for Pixel Puzzles Ultimate
- Puzzle art is amusing

Cons:
- Adds nothing worth your time that you didn't already complete in Ultimate
- Achievements to 100% are mind-numbingly grindy
- Menu mini-game does not record kills correctly. Great game, port is kinda bad. You have to go here if you want to actually
play it, though. The game would crash my computer while it loads. Really solid puzzles, I will be playing the others.. The story
behind is touching. After finishing this game, I download their other game called Crazy Dreamz: MagiCats Edition to start
creating my own level! Hope I am gonna be in the Next BestOf ;). Sweet memories... I just played about half an hour with the
game.
Some reviewer complains after a few minutes or compare it to Twer!2011. It has a learning curve and it\'s not Tower!2011. The
developer is clear about releasing a Pro version later on their website at www.atcsuite.com. Different price, different
philosophy, no point to compare the two products. With the promised airport DLCs it is a good way to waste some time away.
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This is still one of my favourites of all time! The micromanagement necessary to tweak your trading routes to getting every last
gold coin out of them is simply fascinating. There is nothing more satisfying than seeing your fleet grow and setting up more
and more elaborate traderoutes, exploring even the mediterranian sea to get valuable spices back to northern europe all while
growing your home city and expanding its borders as the mayor they all love.

Once you get into producing your own goods it just becomes everyones wet dream of perfect implementation of
micromanagement into an exciting and fun game!

Truely a classic and hasnt lost any of its appeal even though the graphics are very outdated by now.. Pretty bad and boring unless
you're looking for achievements. Okay game, but only buy it if it's on sale.

WARNING: YOU WILL HAVE TO SET UP THE CONTROLS MANUALLY IF YOU PLAN TO USE A
KEYBOARD

PROS:
 - Looks really nice
 - Runs well
 - Simple, but fun (once you get the controls set up)
 - Good soundtrack (Chipzel, great chiptune artist)

CONS:
 - Clearly not made for Keyboard\/Mouse. The controls arne't mapped by default and the in-game cues to press buttons
are all controller based.
 - The soundtrack is locked to the chipzel songs. No option to import songs
 - This is NOT a rhythm game. The gameplay is not tied to the song at all. You're just on a track collecting coins and
avoiding opsticles and the music is just sortof there...
 - The randomly generated tracks are pretty poorly generated. There will be long stretches of just going in a straight
line with nothing to collect.. Chill game but have a few bugs. Steam really needs a 5\/10 rating: I don't hate the game,
but it's too flawed to unreservedly recommend it either.

Did you enjoy Cat Mario? If so then this is the perfect game for you.

Otherwise, you might have trouble playing this game for more than 15 minutes at a time because, contrary to the
description, it isn't really a strategy or puzzle game because the planning aspect is minimal (in what order should you
connect the various buildings) and are primarily judged on your ability to accurately execute your moves (dispatching
trains and toggling signals).

This obviously makes the game very frustrating - if you accidentally stop a train (causing you to fail an optional
objective) in the last 10s of a mission then you will have to redo the first 15min of the mission from memory. This is
especially bad given that many missions involve essentially random changes to the level layout (e.g. volcano taking out
key connections) which requires the player to restart their attempt when it happens.

In theory you can try to optimize your strategy but given that every attempt will result in 15min of tediously repeating
the same moves over and over again it really fails as a puzzle game.

The graphics are cute but not quite up to the task - in particular, it's not entirely clear which slopes support rails and
which are too steep.. how to play?? please teach me. As a hidden object game it is not bad... the graphics are nice,
although I did experience some glitches at 1920x1080 resolution fullscreen... worked perfectly in windowed mode
though. The puzzles and mini-games are relatively easy. There are a number of grammatical and spelling errors, and
some of the objects you have to find are described strangely,
'helmet motor' I'm talking about you in particular... If you can put all that in perspective, it is a decent enough game
and easy to finish in an hour or so and complete with 100% achievements.. play socceracy instead its only active in the
eveining though. Yep, another decent hidden object game from Artifex Mundi. The puzzles in this one require some
lateral thinking. ***
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